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Abstract: Teaching, once, was monotonous. Teachers entered class rooms taught lessons and left, while 
students listened to them and tried to understand the contents. There was no chance for conversation. 
But, later, it was realized that interaction between a teacher and students would make the class room 
active and lively. Teachers thought of involving students in class room work. Use of external aids 
became inevitable. Students were encouraged to make small things, which would help them in learning, 
within their purview and with limited available resources. Thus, teachers and students paved a way for 
extensive entry of teaching materials in class rooms. Modern technology has wonderfully developed this 
concept. Teachers, administrators, publishers, scientists, manufacturers and governments came up with 
innovative invention for overall success of education. With modern teaching materials, students are 
more engaged in the learning process and teachers adapt them to impart knowledge in an effective way. 
The implementation of these materials has led to new scope in learning and exploring many things. 
There has been continuous usage of materials in class rooms at different levels for different students 
according to the needs of time. These materials have been initiating interest and resourcefulness among 
learners. This paper discusses ever changing concepts of teaching materials in education including 
English Language Teaching.  
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Introduction: Even before the introduction of teaching materials in classrooms, there was instruction 
of course, in a different way. The teachers then never thought of external tools for teaching. They had 
knowledge in their minds and imparted it to the students orally.Students wrote down nothing. What 
they did was mere grasping and memorizing. They acquired knowledge by repetition in leisure time. 
Because of the fear of forgetting, learners thought of recording the subject they had learnt. So, they 
searched for new materials. In this process, noting down on the palm leaves with an instrument called 
Ghantam(stylus) came into existence. Palm leaves were cut in uniform size, dried under shade, boiled 
and again dried and smoothed. Then they used the Ghantam made of silver or any other material to 
write. This system was followed by the saints in Gurukulas centuries ago. While saints were dictating, 
disciples noted down on palm leaves. Later many poets used this method to write their scriptures. Some 
of these ancient scriptures are now found in some libraries in Tamilnadu and other southern states. 
 
Gradually interaction between a teacher and students became popular. This system was implemented 
successfully in Shantiniketan. But when the strength of the class was soaring day by day, teachers found 
it strenuous to teach without external help. Meanwhile the need for organized classrooms, appointment 
of trained teachers and systematic syllabus became necessary. Teachers started inventing things to 
support their instruction. They also created interest in students in making new objects. As Albert 

illages. During Dasara Festival, training was given to 
students in making bows and arrows with bamboo sticks, paper, thread and gum extracted from trees. 
Then, they went to every house in their village singing songs. The teachers were able to create zeal 
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a
emerged. These are called teaching materials. According to one definition  
aids used by the facilitator to help him / her in fac

 
 
In a way, a teacher him / herself is a teaching material. Students imitate and observe their teachers 
carefully  their tone, looks, body language and attit

chalks were extensively used in class rooms and the impact was astonishing. Students used pens, 
pencils, notebooks slates and slate pencils. With the invention of printing press there was a radical 
revolution in education system. Innovative ideas cropped up . Text books were printed. They are 
designed for a certain grade level depending upon their topic. Other materials like models, pictures, 
charts, maps, flash cards, flannel boards and bulletin boards were used. This process is still continuing in 

power of understanding, surroundings and upbringing. 
 
With the invention of computer, the world witnessed significant changes in all the fields. Education, 
especially English Language Teaching, is no exception. Modern teaching techniques have become 
compulsory for many reasons. Till 1970s there was no concept of ELT in the undergraduate courses. 
English was taught as a subject and the syllabus was based on Drama, Poetry, Prose and Fiction. Even 
grammar items were not included. Students had to answer annotations and essay type questions. There 
was no scope for them to learn language. Traditional teaching materials sufficed their needs. 
 
Later, the importance of teaching English language gained momentum. Earlier, candidates at the 
interview were tested proficiency in their subjects besides their prowess in general knowledge. Even at 
the written examinations only the traditional tools like paper, pen and pencils were used. Now the 
candidates are being tested their communication skills in addition to their subject. In written 
examinations also they answer questions on the computer monitors. They need not use traditional 
materials. So it has become necessary for them to gain knowledge in modern learning materials. Lot of 
importance has been given to  circurriculum which requires sophisticated teaching/ learning materials. 
Software technology is growing rapidly and the Multinational Companies are hiring employees having 
English communication skills. So, it has become essential for students to learn communication skills. 
The focus now has been shifted from traditional education to job-oriented education. This is a good 
sign.  
 
The four communication skills  listening, speaking, reading and writing  have played a vital role in 
designing English syllabus for higher education inc
involvement is must. So, there is a change in development of materials. Black boards are slowly being 
replaced by white screens. Pictures in text books or pictures drawn on black boards may not explain the 
subject convincingly. But slides projected on screens through projectors and power point presentations 
with the help of computers and videos can create an indelible impression about the subject on the 
minds of learners. Traditional education gradually has led to audio visual education .Both teaching / 
learning materials have been introduced. Like science labs, English labs have been started. They are 
equipped with modern materials like Computers, CDs, DVDs, Microphones, Head phones, Projectors, 
Slides and others. In labs, teacher holds one device and student another, the former uses for teaching 
and the latter for learning. On the other hand, at secondary education level, students watch programs 
designed and telecast by MANA TV. Recently, the Board of Intermediate Education Telangana State has 
started YOU TUBE channel for intermediate students. In the first phase, lessons on English and some 
other subjects are framed. These video lessons will be available on the channel from June 2020. Lessons 
on other subjects are under formulation and they will be brought in due course. Students, besides 
listening to the lectures in the classrooms, can access to the channel for further clarification and clear 
understanding. They have some experience with the modern devices by the time they leave school. 
Students in English labs listen to the speeches and lessons from the CDs and DVDs. Then they answer 
comprehension questions, short answer questions and multiple choice questions on the monitors before 
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them. In this process, they learn correct pronunciation. They browse internet for collecting information 
for their subject. They can create designs or graphics. They watch programs on group discussions, mock 
interviews on various topics. A teacher explains lessons through power point presentation mode, thus 
making learners understand clearly. Students comfortably appear for competitive examinations 
including TOEFL and IELTS making best use of these modern materials. These technological materials 
are motivational and contribute a strong foundation for acquiring their reading and writing skills.  
 
The latest addition to the teaching / learning materials is smart phone. Unlike the students of the olden 
days who used to spend a lot of time referring to books in libraries, students now, with the help of the 
smart phone, do it anywhere, anytime, in house, in college, in public places. In this connection, internet 
plays a pivotal role. With internet, the range of education has risen to great heights. Teachers and 
learners get maximum support from websites which are educative and informative. If a student has 
internet connection to his smart phone, he can access to any website and get his doubts clarified. 
Students can also seek guidance from teachers over phone. They receive messages from college about 
their attendance, examinations schedule, progress in studies and results of examinations. Sometimes, 
they get notes from teachers or classmates on a topic. But invention of teaching/learning materials is a 
continuous process. In education traditional materials helped the generations of the past. Modern 
materials have been supporting the present generation in different ways .Many sophisticated and 
ultramodern devices may come and lend a helping hand to the students of future generations. Teachers 
and learners have been achieving desired results with these materials. Thus, evolution of materials has 
brought a revolutionary change and unimaginable progress in education system. But it must be 

y will not replace great teachers, but 
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